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The Carbonneau Mansion is a substantial, well-preserved structure constructed c. 1910,
situated on the western edge of Yakima. The building faces due east and is surrounded by
trees, shrubs, and plantings of unusual variety. An original carriage house once located
to the south of the residence has been removed, and small unobtrusive outbuildings have
been constructed in recent years to the rear of the mansion. Presently, the house occupies
a buffer zone between town and country. The expansion of a residential neighborhood and i1
accompanying commercial services is gradually encroaching upon the country setting. Soon
the vacant field directly across 48th Avenue from the mansion will become a development of
condominiums and single family homes.
The local use of the term "castle" in reference to the Carbonneau mansion is apparently
descriptive not of its dimensions but of its massing, its floor plan, and its building
fabric. The house is constructed of rusticated units of cast stone laid in regular courses
It measures roughly 52' x 47' including a one-story frame addition to the rear. The core
of the structure is a gabled rectangle, two and one-half stories in height. At either
corner of the main facade is a three-story turret, that to the north being round in plan,
that to the south polygonal. The "castle" rests upon a cement block foundation. The
regularity of the rusticated cast stone surface is broken horizontally by slightly protruding belt courses arranged at various levels. Further surface variety occurs within ea<
gable where cedar shingles form the exterior facing.
The roof surfaces of the mansion are sheathed with wooden shingles as well. Projecting
eaves with exposed rafters occur on each elevation. The forward or eastern slope of the
gable features a centrally-placed gabled dormer with a multipaned, single-sash window.
On the rear or western slope, two cast stone chimneys project from the plane of the rear
elevation. The upper extremities of flat-roofed turrets provide the building's most distinctive and fanciful detail. An elaborately moulded cornice is supported by bold mutules
and consoles, underscored by a moulded architrave. Above the entablatures are crenellated
parapets. These turret elements are entirely fabricated of pressed meta-1.
The main entrance to the Carbonneau mansion is located centrally on the street facade. A
cast stone verandah is flanked by the base of each turret. The front door is a single
plank which would appear to be a replacement of the original. An unobtrusive sign advertising the gift shop and gallery within obscures the transom light above. A second entran
leading to the interior stair hall, is located on the south gable end. Here the original
panelled door and transom are intact.
The fenestration placement and design remains unaltered on all elevations. The majority o
windows consist of one over one light sash, the upper portions of which are fixed and smal
in proportion. A single rectangular, multipaned window, identical to that of the dormer,
occurs in each gable end of the uppermost story.
The only significant exterior alteration consists of a frame addition to the rear of the
house. This one-story space houses a large recreation or work room, and is said to have
been undertaken in the late 1930's or 1940's, as an enlargement of an earlier summer
kitchen appendage. The addition is sheathed with shiplap and includes a raised deck at
its north end, adjoining a large swiming pool.
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The interior of the mansion is notable chiefly for its unusual spacial arrangement,
seemingly inspired to some degree by Carbonneau's French background, and for its consistan
of wooden detail. The basement contains several interesting features: An original steam
boiler and coal chute, a root cellar (possibly a later creation), and a laundry room
complete with laundry trays and dumbwaiter. On the main floor, a spacious entrance hall
which is clearly non-English in concept serves rather as a general circulation area and
gathering place. It contains a marbled, concrete mantlepiece, flanked by original bookcas
Dark-stained, single-panelled sliding doors provide free-flowing access to the dining room
and parlor, located in the north and south turrets respectively. Each of these formal
spaces retains original door and window frames, baseboards, and picture mouldings, as well
as plastered walls, and filagreed steam-heat radiators. To the rear of the dining room
is the kitchen, one of two possible food preparation areas. It has been updated with
modern kitchen equipment. To the rear of the parlor is the side entrance hall and stairwell, featuring the original dark-stained woodwork and staircase, as well as a remodelled
powder room under the stairs. The staircase, tucked in a rear corner of the house, is a
design feature of probable French origin.
The second floor of the mansion has a large "ballroom" directly above the entrance hall
below. This "ballroom" may actually have been intended as another circulation area, more
public than the bedroom suites which flank it. It also retains a marbled concrete mantlepiece along its near wall. The well-maintained maple flooring is still intact, as is the
double-chute dumbwaiter which provided food or laundry service from the kitchen below.
Carbide light fixtures in the "ballroom" are the only visable evidence of the house's
original lighting system. To either side of the "ballroom" are bedrooms. The master
bedroom in the polygonal turret to the south is a self-contained suite including a private
dressing room, or cabinet, and a bath.
A steep and narrow staircase leads to the third floor turret rooms, which in all probabili
served as servants' quarters. Both turret spaces are sheathed on wall and ceiling with
narrow tongue-in-groove siding. Both rooms have skylights, but the north turret also has
several window openings in the east wall. It is only the north turret which was equipped
with a radiator. Connecting the two rooms is a low-ceilinged passage with wide-board
horizontal wall sheathing and flooring.
Presently the mansion is a combination private residence and gift shop/art gallery. The
owners have utilized two rooms on both first and second floors as commercial space, thus
opening a large portion of the mansion to public viewing. In addition, tours of the
entire mansion are offered to interested school groups.
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The Carbonneau mansion was constructed c. 1910 for Belinda Mulrooney Carbonneau, a robust
and wealthy businesswoman from the Yukon Territory, and for her husband Count Charles
Eugene Carbonneau, a French champagne merchant allegedly of noble blood. The mansion is
chiefly significant as the only remaining physical remnant of the life of Belinda Mulrooney
a leading character in the Klondike Gold Rush of the late 1890's. Neither the architect no
the builder associated with the house has been documented. The French influence of the
Count in the design of the "chateau" is discernable, however, in its massing and its floor
plan. The unusual Carbonneau couple and their imposing residence are an intriguing chapter
in the history of the Yakima Valley.
Belinda Mulrooney was born in County Sligo, Ireland, in 1872, but grew up in the struggling
coal mining area near Scranton, Pennsylvania. Late in 1892, she set off for Chicago and
the Columbian Exposition with a few hundred dollars saved from housekeeping positions.
There she purchased a small lot on the fairgrounds while construction was still in progress
Subsequently, Belinda leased one-half of the lot to the original Fern's Wheel attraction, an
opened a sandwich concession on the other half. With $8,000 in her pocket at the close of
the Fair, Belinda traveled to San Francisco where she engaged in short-lived restaurant and
hotel jobs. She soon landed a promising job as the: first stewardess on the City of Topeka,
a steamship which shuttled between Seattle and Scagway, Alaska. During the two years which
followed, Belinda increased her shipboard earnings up and down the Pacific Coast with a bit
of trading on the side. She transported dry-goods and ready-mades from Seattle to Indian
squaws in each port of call, in exchange for ever-valuable furs.
When rumors of gold in the Klondike reached Seattle in the spring of 1897, Belinda had already tackled the formidable Chilkoot Pass out of Scagway, and was enroute to Dawson City
with $5,000 worth of silk underwear, cotton goods, and hot water bottles. Once over the
pass, the party sailed from Lake Bennett some 400 miles down the barely-thawed Yukon River.
In the makeshift village of Dawson at the end of the journey, Belinda realized a 600%
profit on her cargo. She opened a small restaurant and proceeded as rapidly as possible to
erect cabins from dismantled boats and rafts, for quick sale to an ever-growing influx of
prospectors.
Twenty miles up Bonanza Creek from Dawson, where prospecting was taking place in earnest,
Belinda built a roadhouse, known variously as the Grand Forks Hotel and the "Magnet", late
in the summer of 1897. In the two-story log structure with kennels for sled dogs to the
rear, Belinda tended bar, peddling her liquor at the highest prices on the Klondike. Durin
that rough and scurvey-ridden winter, Belinda herself is said to have acquired half a dozen
mining properties.
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The following year Belinda executed plans for a luxury hotel in Dawson City. On opening d<
the Fair View Hotel purportedly took in $6,000 at the bar in the first 24 hours. Electric
lights, Turkish baths, and 22 steam-heated bedrooms with brass bedsteads were the talk of
the town. Owing no doubt to a shortage of milled lumber, the Hotel's interior partitions
consisted solely of stretched canvas covered with elegant wallpaper.
Furnishing and equipping the Hotel was an ordeal of high adventure in itself. Belinda had
ordered silverware, china, linens, cutglass chandeliers, and bedsteads well in advance.
She had signed a contract with a drayman from Vancouver named Joe Brooks for transport of
the cargo from Skagway to Dawson across White Pass, prior to the onset of winter. Brooks
cantankerously dumped Belinda's shipment at the base of the pass, accepting a more lucratr
offer to haul a load of whiskey. Outraged, Belinda descended into Scagway and called for
assistance upon the notorious Jefferson J. (Soapy) Smith, self-made "Dictator" of Creede,
Colorado, and more recently of Scagway. A man not normally prone to offer unselfish aid
to others in times of need, Soapy acted swiftly on behalf of Belinda, and with a gang of
toughs overtook and liberated the pack train from the unscrupulous Joe Brooks' possession.
Belinda herself, evidently a participant in the raid, appropriated Joe Brooks' own prized
pinto. The Fair View Hotel shipments were thus packed into Dawson in due time.
In the spring of 1900, as Belinda's business enterprises prospered and expanded, a suave
European nobleman arrived in Dawson, representing a French champagne export house. Disdaining the rough and unshaven prospectors and gamblers with whom she dealt on a daily
basis, Belinda found the Count an acceptable match, despite persistent rumors that the
Count was a fraud, in reality a barber from Montreal. The following autumn, after a large
church wedding and an elaborate banquet at the Fair View Hotel, the couple honeymooned in
Paris in a reportedly grand manner.
Upon returning to Dawson, Belinda was offered management and one-third ownership of the
faltering Gold Run Mining Company, the largest mining operation in the Klondike. Belinda
successfully restored efficiency to the business by controlling rampant gambling and
offering monthly bonuses for increased production to each miner. After one and a half
years of management, Belinda converted the company's annual net loss to an annual net
gold dust production of $1,418,000. During this period she continued to deal heavily in
furs.
The staunch individualism and fairy-tale successes of Belinda Mulrooney made her a Itgendai
personality in her own time. Through the hospitality of the Fair View Hotel, she was
personally acquainted with regional authors who immortalized her in stories, novels, and
histories of the golden days of the Klondike. Among these writers were James Oliver
Curwood, Rex Beach, John Service, and Jack London. In fact, it was Belinda's dog Nero, a
noble St. Bernard, who served as the model for London's central character "Buck" in his
novel Call of the Wild.
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Following a foray into Fairbanks inspired by the Tanana mining boom, the Carbonneaus
purchased a ranch in Yakima in 1910, and presumably began construction of the turreted
mansion at that time. Local tradition has it that the Carbonneaus, while never totally
accepted by Yakima society, were known to hold rather lavish parties in the mansion's
"ballroom" and to entertain notable friends such as President Taft. The couple continued
to summer in Europe and, according to Yakima neighbors, undertook occassional trips to
Dawson, perhaps to conclude business affairs in the aftermath of the boom days.
Prior to World War I, the Carbonneaus transferred their substantial fortunes to a steamship line. The Count became a shipping magnate, and director of a Paris bank. Belinda
in the meanwhile methodically established trust funds for her parents, brothers and sister:
and their children, a number of who settled in the northwest. The Carbonneaus investment
in international shipping, and thus their personal fortune, was totally eradicated with
the advent of war. The Count himself was killed in 1916 while inspecting the front in his
capacity as a purchasing agent for the Allies.
Belinda remained in the Yakima mansion for a number of years following his death, apparent'
with dwindling personal funds. She sold the "castle" c. 1930 and presumably returned to
Seattle. Little is known of her remaining days in the city where her northwest adventures
began. In the summer of 1962, she was interviewed at the age of 90 in her residence at
the De Paul and Mt. St. Vincent's Nursing Home. Belinda Mulrooney died in Redmond at the
age of 95 in September of 1967.
The Carbonneau mansion in Yakima is the only remaining monument to this remarkably colorfu
couple. Its architect and builder are unknown. However, a local tradition, as carried
on today by elderly neighbors who knew Belinda and the Count, states that Charles Eugene
Carbonneau himself designed the "castle" along the lines of his own chateau in France.
Although no facts have been uncovered which would substantiate this claim, the floor-plan
of the mansion as executed is reminiscent of French domestic design as demonstrated in
French plantation houses of colonial and early 19th century Louisana. As a home the
mansion is spacious and comfortable, but not inordinately extravagant in terms of its
architectural fabric. The restraint exercized was perhaps indicative of Belinda's taste,
a result of her Irish immigrant background and years of experience in the Yukon.
Because of its use of cast stone, the house presents an appearance similar to various
Yakima buildings of local sanstone and basalt, but its turreted facade and its interior
spacial arrangement are unusually European in flavor. Historically and architecturally
the Carbonneau mansion is a phenomenon unique to the area, just as Belinda Mulronney the
Klondike tycoon and her husband the dapper French County were unique to the sunny Yakima
Valley.
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The Seattle Times, Sunday, August 12, 1962, "Belinda: Who Gained Fame Among Rough Men."
Wallace Vincent Mackay.
The Sunday Sun - Weekend Magazine, Vancouver, B.C., July 7, 1962, "She Was the Richest
Woman in the Klondike", Stephen Franklin.
Wharton, David B., The Alaska Gold Rush, Indiana University Press, Bloomington, 1972.

